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Introduction to Digital Marketing
Jackson Kwa
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EO GSEA Young Entrepreneur Of The Year
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What is digital marketing?
Digital marketing is the marketing of products or services using
digital technologies, mainly on the Internet, as well as mobile
phones, display advertising, and any other digital mediums.

Beyond that, it is also about...
-

Not just doing more or better - but doing together.
-

-

-

Co-creation of content is important

Transforming from a DIY/DIFY to DIWY model.
-

DIY = do-it-yourself

-

DIFY = do-it-for-you

-

DIWY = do-it-with-you

Convincing, converting, and cash.
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Introduction to Digital Marketing

A. How should you approach Digital Marketing?

#1 Dive deep into the “roots”:
- Research
- Strategy
- Branding
- Content

#2: Then consider the “branches”:
- Online advertising
- Social media marketing
- Search engine marketing, and more

Image source: https://www.mainlinemedia.com/blog/2009/07/the-internet-marketing-tree/

B. The Buyer’s Journey

Image source: https://aidenmarketing.com/content-marketing-2-2/map-content-to-buyers-journey-to-increase-conversions

●

Whether it’s online or oﬄine, it’s important to consider the buyer’s journey.

●

This is about how you (as the company) let your potential customers know
what you are oﬀering.

●

Your customers need to be aware of the problems they are facing before
you can oﬀer solutions!
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Introduction to Digital Marketing

B. The Buyer’s Journey

Image source: https://customerthink.com/14-visualizations-mapping-the-b2b-buyer-journey/

●

For each of these 3 stages, there are diﬀerent ways in which you could
appeal to potential customers.

●

The awareness stage is when customers are unaware of what your
company does, such as your products or services. At this stage, you
could oﬀer free checklists or guides that shed light on some of the
problems they may be facing. Especially in the digital space, businesses
that try to sell products or services directly (without acknowledging the
customer’s problems) are often ineﬀective.

●

Once they are aware of their problems, they would be thinking about the
various considerations for the products they are comparing. You could
help to kickstart their decision-making in terms of the suitability of the
product by oﬀering free samples.

●

Finally, you want to push them towards a decision to choose your
product. If your product is B2B (in which you’re selling to businesses), you
may oﬀer product demos. If it’s B2C (direct to consumers), you may oﬀer
discounts or coupons.
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Introduction to Digital Marketing

B. Pirate Metrics (a.k.a the AARRR Funnel)

Image source: https://fourweekmba.com/pirate-metrics/

●

This is a recommendation of the tools you could start with for each stage.

●

For acquisition, think about writing content, including relevant
text/images/videos, and using search engines to raise awareness.

●

Once you have got their attention, you could get them to try your product by
crafting landing pages and describing product features.

●

After that, you could get them to consider higher tiers of the product, or ﬁnd
ways to convert non-paid users to paid users.

●

To retain them, you could remind them of your presence through emails and
alerts, especially when there are upcoming events and/or promotions.

●

For revenue and referrals, you could run campaigns such as referral programs
to attract other users as well!
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Introduction to Digital Marketing

C. Importance of Digital Platforms for Businesses

71%

of social media participants say that they are more likely to

purchase from a brand they follow online, indicating the importance of
digital marketing.

Case Study: Pokémon Go
●

The road to ubiquity is getting shorter, with Pokemon Go gaining 50 million
users in only 19 days.

●

Pokemon Go tapped into the generation that grew up with Pokemon, where
many of them cultivated a desire to become a Pokemon Trainer during their
youth.

●

The main users of this app now are those with the purchasing power to
contribute to this app.

●

Pokemon Go’s success tells us that there is potential in capitalizing on things
that used to be popular in the 1980-90s, especially as technology back then
wasn’t able to provide what we have now (e.g. augmented reality / virtual
reality).

●

Moreover, it is key for digital marketers to leverage these platforms at the
right time.

●

Many companies started using Pokemon Go to incentivize people to visit their
places of interest, such as giving out discounts to those who catch a Pokemon
near their store.
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Introduction to Digital Marketing

D. Crafting your Marketing Message
●

●

●

The 5Ps for Marketing Messages
○

Product/service - What are you selling?

○

Place - Where are you selling it?

○

Promotion - How do you make people aware of your product/service?

○

Price - What are you charging your customers?

○

People - Why do you care / Why should your customers care?

Positioning your Marketing Message
○

Story (strongest way)

○

Facts and ﬁgures (should be contextualised)

○

Problem (should be painful enough to move the customer to purchase)

○

Ask the audience a question, and demonstrate a live demand (risky)

○

Video showcase (must be impressive)

Online Marketing Messages
○

Focus less on descriptions of features (though they are good to include)

○

Focus more on descriptions of what the customer gains by using your
product. For example:

○

■

Crowd-funding - A risk-free way to purchase/support risky ideas.

■

Pills - A mobile/versatile reminder that encourages you to be on time.

You don’t want to tell them that your product is good for them (it’s hard to
convince them this way) - you want them to realize that it’s good for them...

...So they keep coming back for more!
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Introduction to Digital Marketing

E. Selling vs Marketing
●

If your messages focus on your organization or what your
organization is oﬀering - that is selling, not marketing.

●

If your organization is well-known, you may focus on selling
because people would already know what you stand for.

●

Lesser-known brands start with marketing, which focuses
on the value their product / service gives to anyone that
uses it.

Selling

Marketing

“We have the best grass seed in the
world”

“3 Simple Tips to the Greenest Lawn in
the Neighbourhood”

Merrill Lynch is a reputable company
that’s been in business for over 100
years

4 Ways to Tell if You’re on Track for
Retirement

Greatest comp plan in the history of
direct sales - we pay out 15 diﬀerent
ways

5 Proven Ways to Make a Side Income
Even with a Full-Time Job

We have over 80 providers with the
lowest energy rates

Discover 5 Simple Ways to Reduce Your
Monthly Home Living Expenses by as
Much as $700

Our weight loss shake is made from the
highest quality ingredients

10 Fast and Easy Fat Burning Recipes
Your Whole Family Will LOVE
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F.

Introduction to Digital Marketing

Calculating Customer Proﬁtability
1.

Customer Acquisition Cost (CAC)

●

This is the amount of money that one would need to spend in order to
get a user / customer. This follows the typical customer journey:
Finding out about your product / service

Visiting your website

Signing up for your business
CAC is based on this journey. For example:
●

You spend $1,200 on marketing, through which you:
○

Receive 40,000 impressions;
■

Garner a click-through rate (CTR) of 4% to your platform;
●

●

●

Manage to convert 25% of those to users.

Your CAC is calculated as follows:
○

$1,200 / (40,000 x 0 .04 x 0.25) = $3

○

Your CAC is between $3-$5 per user.

Knowing your CAC can help you budget and prepare for future
campaigns!
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Introduction to Digital Marketing

2.

Customer Lifetime Value (LTV)

●

This is the projected amount of revenue a customer will generate over their
lifetime at your business.

Customer
Lifetime Value
(CLV)

Avg. Spend Per Month

=

Monthly Customer Churn Rate
(% of This Month's Customer Who Don't Come Back)

For example

$10
Avg. Spend Per Month

$50

=

Lifetime Value

20%
of Customers Don’t Come
Back Each Month

To improve it, you could get more customers to come back
(reduce the monthly churn rate):

$10
Avg. Spend Per Month

$100
Lifetime Value

=

10%
of Customers Don’t Come
Back Each Month

Or, you could increase spend:

$12
$60
Lifetime Value

Avg. Spend Per Month

=

20%
of Customers Don’t Come
Back Each Month
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Introduction to Digital Marketing

G. Data-Driven Content
●

Good content is at the intersection between what people want and what your
brand wants.

●

After settling on a good content idea, you need an attractive headline (which
shouldn’t always be about being free).

H. Knowing what matters to customers
●

Price = cost reduction, bargain

●

Product range = choices, product selection

●

User Experience = convenience, customization/personalization

I.

Infographics

Why infographics?
●

They have emerged as one of the most popular and shareable forms of social
content, largely because they are easier to digest.

●

Our brains process visuals faster - on average, it takes 50 seconds to read
200-250 words but only 1/10 of a second to process a visual scene!

●

The ability to stand out.

Types of content work & examples
●

Listicles - “10 workout myths, busted”

●

Timelines - “Star Wars over the years”

●

Statistic-heavy information - Financial report

●

Visual information - “World’s tallest mountains”

J.

Extra Tips

●

Statistics are better expressed visually than through text alone.

●

The “Myth vs. Fact” format is popular and easy to implement.

●

The Golden Design Rule is K.I.S.S. - “Keep it Simple, Stupid.”
○

Just because you can, doesn’t mean you should

○

Design with intention!
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Introduction to Digital Marketing

FREE RESOURCES
●

Remove backgrounds from images: http://www.removebg.com/
○

To make raw product or proﬁle images look professional without
Photoshop.

●

Content ideas: https://answerthepublic.com/
○

●

AI-powered copywriting assistant: https://keywee.co/marketers/
○

●

●

To ﬁnd good ideas for data-driven content.

To create an attractive headline that drives results.

Simple design tool: https://www.canva.com/
○

To design graphics without “design” knowledge.

○

Walkthrough: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XqYti78riU8&t=1s

Text assistant: http://www.hemingwayapp.com/
○

To make your writing bolder and clearer by giving suggestions on word use,
sentence structure, type of voice used, and more.

●

Simple video creation tool: https://lumen5.com/
○

To make videos easily, especially short stories or ads. By uploading a link to
your text, Lumen5 will automatically create a storyboard based on it, and
piece together appropriate media ﬁles to create a video.

○
●

Walkthrough: https://youtu.be/ULzWTLl-p4I

List of digital marketing roles & skills: http://bit.ly/3efc1MV
○

To understand an overview of what skills are required for various digital
marketing roles.

●

List of marketing resources: https://www.markonmag.com/resources
○

To get started with fundamentals in advertising, marketing analytics,
content creation, and more.
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Panel Discussion

Backgrounds

L. Liran

T. Ling Xin

N. Nicole

K. Varenya

Heroes of Digital

OOm Pte Ltd

Twitter

Client Success
Executive, Full-time

Paid Performance
Strategist, Full-time

Global Advertising
Performance Intern

L’Oreal, Nestle,
Unilever
Marketing Intern

Journeys to Digital Marketing
L. Liran
Liran chose a marketing major as she was intrigued by online advertisements, and felt
that the ﬁeld was a good balance of science, arts, and business. She took on various
roles before landing a full-time job:
1.

Startup internship - In a startup environment, the absence of rigidity provided her
with more freedom to ideate and take the lead on the execution of her ideas.
During her time at the startup, she performed quantitative and qualitative
research and analysis, which contributed to the growth of the company.

2.

MNC internship - Compared to startups, MNCs tend to provide a more guided
learning journey and workﬂow. While a fresh grad or intern could beneﬁt from the
established and tested structures, these could also limit creativity and capability.

Her full-time job at a marketing agency started out with a steep learning curve. In her
role, she engages with clients every day, often even after working hours.
T. Ling Xin
Ling Xin majored in business management, after which she explored various roles in
banking (where she did both contract and front oﬃce roles at JP Morgan) and
cryptocurrency.
Realising that ﬁnance was not for her, she took up a digital marketing internship with an
agency to gain experience in the industry. The internship enabled her to pick up relevant
skills whilst exposing her to the diﬀerent industries and clients. Discovering her
preference towards the analytical aspect of this role, she started doing more backend
performance marketing - such as SEM and running Facebook ads.
Working full-time in another agency, she strategizes and runs ads for her clients.
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Panel Discussion

Backgrounds

N. Nicole
Nicole enjoyed art from a young age and felt that advertising was her calling.

Her internship journey:
1.

She took up internships at various agencies to gain experience and understand
how an agency is run. She took an interest in the way marketing messages were
created and decided that marketing was for her.

2.

During her Changi Airport Group (CAG) stint, she learnt about the metrics and
measurements of digital marketing, which ensure that the content produced drives
conversions and sales.

3.

After CAG, Nicole landed a performance role in Twitter, where she explored the
relationship between the sales and product teams. She also analysed campaign
performances to ensure that advertisements are reaching the target audiences
eﬀectively.

K. Varenya
Pursuing a BBA from NUS, Varenya ﬁrst underwent a ﬁnance internship before taking
on an internship at a startup, where she worked on social media content posts.
Realising that she didn’t fully enjoy these, she explored internships at FMCGs.

Her internship journey in FMCGs:
FMCGs outsource their content creation to agencies, and instead focus on how
their products will be driven. Marketers in FMCGs do this by coming up with
overall campaign ideas and the branding of the products.
During her internships in this role, she enjoyed the strategic management aspect
and felt that it was the right balance between content creation and strategy.
FMCGs tend to be fast-paced, with product launches happening every other month.
Furthermore, it is common to shift between product categories. While she explored the
beauty category at L’Oreal, she transitioned to the personal care category at Unilever,
and then pet food at Nestle.
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Panel Discussion

University

How did you start learning about digital marketing, especially while in
university? Did you apply any of these skills while on the job?
Singapore Management University (SMU)
There is a digital marketing core where students learn about, then apply what they have
learnt to assist external clients with their problems. This core exposes students to the
various softwares and the practical application of these softwares.
SMU is also in collaboration with Google and created the DIGITIZE program for students.
Under this program, students are trained by Googlers on things like how to conduct a
search ad or use display ads. As the program is still new, it requires students undertake
much of their own research or learn on the job.

National University of Singapore (NUS)
Similar to SMU, there is a program called Facebook Engage. However, students are
unable to get credit for it, which may deter some from taking it.
Useful Modules:
●

MKT4420: Marketing Analytics

●

MKT3420: Advertising and Promotion Management

●

MKT3415: Marketing in a Digital Age

●

MKT2414: Marketing Venture Challenge

Notes:
●

MKT4420 is run by Professor Ashok Charan. It uses a program called Destiny
which simulates the life of an FMCG Marketer.

●

MKT3420 provides very real concepts, such as how to calculate the metrics
that determine the success of your campaign. These may be used during
your internships.
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Panel Discussion

Online courses

How important are online certiﬁcations or programming skills for digital
marketing jobs? Are there any that you recommend?
As a digital marketer, you’ll likely be learning on the job - but this may depend on having a
supportive team to guide you along the way. However, if that is not the case, certiﬁcations
are helpful.
Courses & Certiﬁcations:
●

Google Digital Garage

●

Google Skillshop

●

Facebook Blueprint *
* The Facebook Blueprint course is key for any marketer. Facebook almost has a
monopoly on advertising. Facebook also recently acquired Instagram - another
platform used by over 1 billion people worldwide!

Programming Skills:
●

These will be helpful for new entrants to the industry, especially in terms of ﬁnding
your niche. As digital marketing is highly related to data, which has to be analysed
for insights, having these skills will increase the speed of your work process.

●

However, the practicality of these skills will depend on the role you ultimately land.

General tips:
●

Attitude plays a huge part in excelling in digital marketing as it is an ever-changing
ﬁeld. There are constant updates to current tools, while new tools and software are
being created regularly.

●

Be proactive in your journey by constantly ﬁnding ways to upgrade yourself and
staying abreast of the latest developments. .
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Panel Discussion

Internships

What is the hiring process like for digital marketing jobs?
A.

Twitter - Internship

●

Opportunities are typically found on the school’s career portal.

●

Upon being successful in the online application round, applicants undergo three
rounds of interviews. These typically assess the following:
○

The applicant’s understanding of the job scope and the motivation for their
application.

○

The applicant’s stakeholder management and communication skills, which is
important for departments (e.g. advertising performance) in which there is a
need to shuttle between multiple functions (e.g. the sales and engineering
teams).

○

The applicant’s technical skills (i.e. foundation of digital marketing and ad
serving, which includes the type of metrics to consider for awareness ads,
conversions or considerations.)

B.

FMCG - Internship

●

Currently, most of the interview rounds are AI-based. You may not speak to actual
interviewers till the tail-end of the interview process.

1

2

3

4

Resume Submission

Numerical/Logical
Reasoning Test

AI Interview

Interview with HR

Things they may look out for:
certain keywords,
eye contact,
how much you stutter

5

Final Interview
Will be either with your
supervisor, or a panel
interview with the
department
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Full-time jobs

What is the hiring process like for digital marketing jobs?
C.

Agencies - Full-time
Resume

Receive a call

Interview.

They want to gauge your understanding of the industry and industry-speciﬁc
knowledge.

Possible Questions:
If your job scope is client-facing, there may be scenario based questions.
●

Where/what do you see yourself in a few years time?

●

How would you respond in a client-facing scenario where there is a conﬂict or where
a mistake has been made? How would you resolve that or inform the client?

It is important to position yourself where you know what you want, where you’re heading
to, and your career goal at the end of this.
●

Possibly mention things like, ‘I want to be in this industry for a long time, pick up
new skills, and in the future, have a mentee.’

Companies assess your suitability for the role depending on whether you are in
it for the long haul, or whether you’re simply playing the ﬁeld. Understand this
industry and show interviewers your understanding of it.

Tips:
●

Ensure that you are equipped with some basic industry knowledge, such as
technical terms and their signiﬁcance. This may include CPL (cost per lead), CPM
(cost per mille, or cost per 1000 views), and more.

●

Take up some courses on Facebook Blueprint and Google Digital Garage.
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Panel Discussion

General

Why is digital marketing crucial to every business?

In this digital age, if you do not transition your business online, you lose customer
presence. Platforms such as Taobao and Lazada have opened doors for a myriad of
shops and items can be shipped directly to the customer’s homes, bringing about
increased convenience.
Customers are also getting smarter with their purchases - they often look for reviews
and visit websites to familiarize themselves with the brand before deciding if it works
for them. Thus, digital marketing is fundamental to businesses adapting to changing
consumer needs, enabling them to reach a wider audience.
●

2.

How are FMCG adapting to this shift towards digital?

Most FMCGs form partnerships with e-commerce platforms such as Amazon,
Lazada, Shopee, etc. Due to Covid-19 and the increase in customers going digital,
there has been a rapid uptake of these platforms.
They create shop fronts within these platforms and run vigorous advertising
communications to attract people to create an account.

3.

How important is it to build your organisation’s presence across multiple
online social media platforms (e.g. Facebook, Instagram, and Tik Tok) ?

Each platform caters to a diﬀerent demographic. It is imperative to be aware of your
customer base and the appropriate platform for that base.
Facebook and/or Instagram are widely used across all demographics and it would
be prudent to allocate a budget for advertising on these platforms.
Other platforms should be tailored towards the targeted customer base.
An important question to consider is, ‘How would people know that my business
exists?’ This goes beyond merely having an account. You will need to create a
presence on through tools like paid advertising which redirects potential customers
towards your account or page.
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Panel Discussion

Applications

What are some of the best practices for paid advertisements?

Paid advertisements help you reach audiences you wouldn’t reach organically.
Before adopting paid advertisements, you need to understand the nature of your
business to ascertain the platform best-suited for your business.
●

Google is intention-driven; whereas Facebook might be better for things like
blogshops.

Paid advertising requires planning to analyze the more viable option and time to see
results.
●

Google utilises machine learning and requires time to learn and optimize
searches. You would also have to undertake regular testing to ﬁnd out what works
for your business. Agencies engage in A/B testing to ﬁgure out the best way to
write an advertisement through its performance.

Depending on the competitiveness of the industry, you may require a substantial
marketing budget as the ads tend to be more expensive for more competitive industries
due to factors such as keyword biddings on Google.
Therefore, having a sizeable budget would help with the performance of your ads
and enable you to see a return on investment.
Your budget will allow you to see certain results or be seen at certain timings.
The less competitive your industry, the lower your budget can be.
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Panel Discussion

Applications

SEO & SEM. What are they?

SEO - Search Engine Optimization
SEO is the process of optimizing your online content and website so that the
search engine will show them as top organic results for searches of a certain keyword.
It is a longer process as it takes time to create content and to build backlinks that are
catered to the keywords and the customer, as well as to see its traction.
SEM - Search Engine Marketing
SEM brings you quick conversions and revenue. The moment you start advertising on
Google, people see your advertisements, then may click into your website or landing
page, and may eventually convert to paying customers.
Which is the better of the two?
It is encouraged for clients to tap on both, as SEM has short term beneﬁts (to quickly
generate revenue), while SEO is more sustainable in the long run.

3.

Do you notice a gender disparity in the industry? What are your
thoughts on being a woman in this ﬁeld?

Many companies are making an eﬀort to ensure a 50-50 ratio, by encouraging
diversity to create a balanced workforce. Generally, the marketing industry has a
relatively even distribution of males and females, but this is also dependent on the
subset of the industry. For instance, in the marketing sector of the cosmetics industry,
men are often the minority.
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Q&A Session

Business Questions

When creating an ad, which should you decide on ﬁrst: your budget, or
the number of users you want to reach?

Be clear on your target demographic and the number of users you want to reach
before anything else. Diﬀerent platforms (i.e. Facebook / Google / Twitter) target
diﬀerent groups, and the amount you end up spending on these platforms will diﬀer
accordingly. For instance, $2,000 for advertising on Facebook would get you a diﬀerent
number of days of advertising as compared to Instagram.
Based on your target demographic, you would then need to ascertain which of the
platforms would be suitable. Once this decision has been made, it would be
appropriate to start budgeting for the relevant platforms.

2.

Much of the oﬄine digital marketing today is based on content writing,
backlinking and social bookmarking. What are some widely adopted
techniques to optimise content?

There are numerous tools out there for content-creation. If it’s to do with analytics, you
may use tools like https://answerthepublic.com/ to ﬁgure out what people are
searching on search engines. There are also tools that help you determine what people
are bidding for and what, on average, the bid is.

3.

How would you go about setting up a digital marketing plan for an
SME?

The biggest concern for an SME in terms of marketing would be their budget. It’s good
to start oﬀ with a workable ﬁgure. The next step would be to ﬁgure out what their
speciﬁc objective is. Although the general objective is to increase sales, the speciﬁc
objective of that particular marketing campaign may be to ﬁrst increase their presence
online. It also depends on whether their objective is long-term or short-term.
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1.

Q&A Session

Technical Questions

How do you go about A/B testing (i.e. split testing)? What are the

common changes that are made (i.e. content, design)?
It is recommended that changes are made to one aspect at a time because it is the
only way to ﬁgure out the factor which aﬀects performance of the campaign. Things
that are normally changed are location targets (i.e. part of Singapore versus the
whole of Singapore), age range, content (i.e. fact-based vs emotional), the time of the
day when the ad is run, etc.

2.

What is the diﬀerence between LAC and CAC?

CAC is customer acquisition cost while LAC is lead acquisition cost. This refers to the
diﬀerent stages of budgeting. CAC refers to how much a business would have to
spend in order to get a customer to buy their product. LAC does not require a
customer to see through the purchase. It refers to the cost incurred in getting a

potential customer to sign-up to their business or even simply click on their ad, to get
the person to become a lead - but not necessarily a customer.
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1.

Q&A Session

For Novices

What advice would you give someone who does not have any
knowledge about digital marketing but would like to work in the
industry? What’s a good starting point?

It is important to ﬁrst determine whether you want to be involved in a client-facing,
creative, or back-end role. This depends on your personality and what you’re
comfortable with. After that, you should undertake research into the speciﬁcs of that
role and familiarise yourself with common role-speciﬁc jargon.
Beyond internships, you may also help small businesses with their advertising in order to
build up your portfolio and skillset. This is an especially lucrative time to be a freelancer
as many businesses have been forced to have a greater digital presence. These
businesses also lack the budget to engage an agency and require the assistance of
freelancers.
An unconventional method of building your portfolio would be to approach a
traditional-model business and broker a deal where you would run their ads for them
and all they would have to do in return is pay for the marketing fees of the platform on
which you’re running these ads. The downside to this is that you are unlikely to be paid
for your services, but this is a good start for anyone looking to break into the ﬁeld and
build up their portfolio. Your initial freebies may end up being your long-term clients if
they’re satisﬁed with your performance!
On a related note, you can explore https://get.google.com/onlinechallenge/. By
approaching an NGO, forming a team, and registering under a teacher, you might be
able to run ads for them with the budget provided by Google.
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Q&A Session

For Novices

2. What advice would you give a ﬁrst-year student wanting to land a
digital marketing internship but has no prior experience?
The most important thing to have when trying to secure an internship is grit. You have to
be thick-skinned and shouldn’t be afraid of rejection. The way to make up for the lack of
experience is to show interest in a particular company / the role to which you’re
applying and convincing the recruiter that you have an understanding of how it
operates, what its goals are and so on. This shows drive.
Another way to gain skills is to self-learn technical skills (i.e. through LinkedIn Learning /
Coursera) and share that during your interview / application to show that you’re
genuinely interested. (Tip: check which courses and learning platforms your school or
university can provide for free!)

3. What are some challenges faced by a person who wishes to
undertake an internship after graduation?
Recruiters are often interested in “gaps” between your graduation and subsequent
internship application or switches between careers. The key is to be honest and tell
them exactly why you made the decision to switch careers. Employers recruit to
retain; they do not want to waste their time and eﬀorts training an individual only to
have them leave because they were there “for the fun of it”. All you therefore have to
do in this regard is explain your rationale behind your decisions.
When you have been in the workforce for some time, you’ll realise that you don’t have
any time to waste, especially when you compare yourself with your peers. Although
everyone grows at a diﬀerent pace and you shouldn’t see the success of your peers
as your own failure, it does give you a sense of urgency to quit your dead-end job and
ﬁnd your sense of calling.
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What can interns do to add value to a company?

It’s important to ﬁrst observe how the company / business is being run. If it’s a relatively
small team, it’s easy to involve yourself in the various teams by simply going up to the
team lead and asking for work so you’re able to add value. If it’s a larger organisation, you
may speak to your immediate supervisor and request more work or inform them about
your desire to explore outside of the team to which you’ve been allocated.
At all times, initiative is key. Rather than simply telling your supervisor you’d like more
work, if you’re aware that for instance, the team is going to be embarking on a customer
journey review - volunteer to come up with the blueprint for the review. This shows an
eagerness to learn and add value to the company.
Remember that you’re never a “burden” to your supervisor. You’re there to learn and
asking them questions would show commitment to the business and your growth. One
way to do this is by scheduling weekly feedback sessions with your supervisor so you can
ask any questions or inform them of your concerns and they can do the same. Above all,
never be afraid to ask for help if you need it. Your superiors are mindful of the fact that
you’re only just starting out and therefore, seeking help is nothing to be ashamed of.
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How can I better prepare myself to tackle interview questions?

The ﬁrst step would be to review the role to which you’re applying and understand
what is expected of you. The next step would be to consider your extracurriculars and
ascertain if there are transferable skills that stand you in good stead for the role. This is
something you should deﬁnitely discuss during the interview as it may give you an
upper hand over your peers.
If there aren’t transferable skills from your extracurriculars, that is not a dealbreaker
either. Undertake research into the company and try to understand their business, the
direction in which they’re headed, what the department has done or is currently doing
and so on. Their social media pages are a way to ﬁnd out the campaigns in which
they’re involved.
It is also worth simply googling “top interview questions” and for industry-speciﬁc
interview questions as they are bound to come up in one way or another during your
interview. These are things like what your strengths and weaknesses are, what you can
bring to the table, what you have done to add value to the previous role you were in and
so on. It’s always good to be prepared for such general questions as being caught
oﬀ-guard when asked these basic questions does not set a good impression.
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Women Unbounded
Women Unbounded (WU) is a volunteer-based community headquartered in
Singapore, working for women's empowerment through connections, mutual
aid, ideas, and events. WU is proudly feminist; our approach to intersectional
feminist activism is grounded in our beliefs in fairness, respect, and
empiricism. One step at a time, we work to break down psychological,
intellectual, socio-cultural, and economic barriers to gender equality.

WU’s Teams

Connections

Mutual Aid

Ideas

Events

Provide a safe space
for mentorship and
guidance

Empower women
with knowledge and
skills to excel

Start conversations on
what it means to be a
woman and the norms
that constrain us

Host meaningful
events to empower the
individual and bond
the community

Join Our Community!

Our Website

@women.unbounded

Women Unbounded

Women Unbounded

Feel free to reach out to us at hello@womenunbounded.com

Resource Booklet: Special Mentions
The ideas in this booklet were developed by the panelists from WU’s Dive into Digital Marketing event
held on 22nd November 2020. All content is based on personal opinions and experiences, and do not
represent the views of any company or organization.
This booklet was edited and designed by T. Li Yan, Deandra M., Surekha S., and Angelia G.
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